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An update of what we’re currently doing, with the latest stats from 2018….
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We have a well established Patient Transport service which currently runs in 4 areas of Scotland. All teams are led by volunteers, and organise transport for patients to travel to hospital for either cancer treatment or dialysis. Our Dumfries and Galloway team was the first to be established, and celebrates its 20th anniversary this year. This team helps people from a remote, rural part of the country travel to hospital in Glasgow, Edinburgh and elsewhere, and is very much appreciated by the patients.Last year our team in Angus and Dundee celebrated their 10th anniversary.And the most recently established service, for renal patients in Fife, was set up two years ago in January 2017 and has already expanded so that it now serves the region’s two main hospitals.Last year (2018) we helped more than 2,000 patients get to their treatments, covering more than 130,000 miles.We are actively researching other areas where we can expand Patient Transport services and hope to develop these over the coming year.
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Another of our major projects is to provide public access defibrillators across Scotland.Last year, we worked with communities right across the country to provide the devices, at churches, shopping centres, community centres, and event a tattoo parlour!The provision of public access defibrillators in Scotland is still relatively poor compared with other countries in Europe, so there are lots of opportunities to make links with local communities and raise awareness around cardiac arrest.We have a very strong defibrillator presence in Edinburgh in particular, where our St John and the City project has seen the installation of more than 120 defibs since 2016, including at high profile locations such as Edinburgh Castle, on the trams and the Scott Monument. Defibrillators remain a focus for our work over the coming year, with the hope that we’ll be able to engage with even more communities, and ultimately, help save lives.
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Alongside our work on defibrillators, we’ve also seen big growth in the development of our CPR training programme this past year.Our volunteers have organised public sessions in shopping centres, summer fairs and church halls, and we’ve also worked with community groups and businesses to offer training when they install a defibrillator.We’re a partner in the Scotland-wide Save a Life for Scotland campaign, which brings together charities and emergency services with the aim of teaching half a million Scots CPR by 2020. The project is at the half way stage and has already surpassed the 250,000 people trained marker, with St John Scotland making up a small but not insignificant part of that total.The CPR training programme has also allowed us to engage and build links with local communities right across the country, and also a very good opportunity for new volunteers to join us as trainers.
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We also continue our support for two First Responder groups, who are teams of volunteers trained by the Scottish Ambulance Service to respond to emergency incidents in their local area. Last year the team in Angus and Dundee responded to 35 incidents, and the volunteers are also active in teaching CPR and helping provide defibrillators in the local community, so they complement the work of our national projects.
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We have been a supporter of Scottish Mountain Rescue teams for more than 20 years now, and continue to support them with financial assistance to fund bases and vehicles. Last year we completed a project to hand over ownership of all bases we had donated, to the teams themselves – so we handed over the remaining 5 out of 14 bases we have funded over the years.We donated £200,000 to Torridon Mountain Rescue team in the northwest of Scotland – their base is nearing completion and will be operational this year. For them it marks the end of a decades long project to find an appropriate site and secure the funding to build the base. The team covers some of Scotland’s most challenging terrain, so having a centrally located, secure and well equipped base will make a big difference to their ability to come to the aid of people who need their help.We have also recently committed £100,000 over the next three years as part of a £1 million project for all SMR teams to update their radio equipment.So the relationship between St John Scotland and Scottish Mountain Rescue remains a strong one.
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Alongside our work with Mountain Rescue teams, we are also in partnership with Mountaineering Scotland on the St John Scotland Mountain Safety Instructor scheme.The instructor works alongside university and college mountaineering and hillwalking groups to teach young people coming into the sport the skills to keep themselves safe in a variety of conditions and weather!The scheme has been running successfully for two years and has been extended for a further two, helping to keep a whole generation of young people safe on the hills.Last year, the MSI led 162 skills sessions, teaching everything from navigating to scrambling, cramponing and ice axe arrest.
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We have long been a supporter of our colleagues in St John Malawi, and we were recently granted funding from the Scottish Government to develop existing projects there which support mothers and young families.The grant of just short of half a million pounds will enable a project in Lilongwe to focus on maternal and new born care, especially on healthy practices, increased access for  mothers and babies to Malawi’s essential healthcare package, and increase collaboration and accountability across the community for better health outcomes. The project should benefit nearly 100,000 people (mothers, babies, households, general community population and St John Malawi volunteers) over its 4.5-year duration.Meanwhile the existing St John Scotland project in Blantyre continues in 2019, and will reach 9,000 households to deliver community health education, plus attend outreach clinics in collaboration with the local Health authority for 2,500 immunisations and 16,00 growth monitoring services for infants.
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Another focus for St John Scotland’s international support is the Eye Hospital.We currently fund the work of the head anaesthesiologist and his colleague, as well as giving a grant towards the Medical Resident Library.The Hebron Hospital, to which St John Scotland was a major donor, continues to see tens of thousands of patients each year, making access to sight-saving treatments far easier for those living in the West Bank. 
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Thank you… any questions?
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